The European Social Observatory (OSE) launched at the end of last year its “OSE Paper” series. This takes the form of three different kinds of publications available either in English or in French. Papers are ‘peer reviewed’ by the the OSE’s scientific director and the working paper coordinator.

The **Research Papers** are intended to disseminate results of research conducted by the OSE, associated researchers or colleagues from our network. Publication as an Observatory Research Paper should encourage publication in a book, journal etc. at a later stage, and can therefore be part of a pre-publications strategy, even though this is no requirement. An Observatory Research Paper goes through a light form of peer review by OSE researchers or by members of our wider network. It typically provides analysis (breaking a complex topic or substance into smaller parts to gain a better understanding of it) and assessment.

The **Briefing Papers** contain readily accessible and regular information on a variety of topics. The key words are fact-finding, description and overview. These papers can include background information, case studies and teaching tools and provide ‘information’ which is not widely available yet. Briefing Papers are typically short (around five pages), even if on certain issues longer papers can be desirable; concise (every word is used as efficiently as possible), clear (simple and to the point), reliable (accurate, sound and dependable information) and readable (plain language). Papers in this sub-strand are ‘peer reviewed’ by the OSE’s scientific director and the working paper coordinator.

The **Opinion Papers** consist of concise policy-oriented opinions. An Observatory Opinion Paper is typically a short paper (2-4 pages) which comments on current developments, events and ongoing debates in European affairs, and suggests ways forward (recommendations).

Associated researchers or colleagues are invited to manifest their interest to contribute to the new “Ose Paper” series.

Please address your proposal to bouget@ose.be

Examples of existing papers can be found at: